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As this report was drafted, the global COVID-19 pandemic was at its height. 
Unprecedented as the situation is, we believe that this crisis presents an opportunity 

for schools to reflect on and revisit strategies and strengthen their systems and 
processes. It our hope that the data and implications detailed here will serve as more 

guideposts in the effort to strengthen and sustain the independent school sector.

A special thank you to Lynn Page Flaherty, Consultant,
and Alison Rane, Consultant and Director of Business Intelligence,

for their work on this report.



Fundraisers are taught that a strong board is key to building a culture of philanthropy.  But how 
much of that is fact and how much is anecdote?  In 2019, Marts & Lundy launched a research study 
with CASE’s Independent School Leadership Group (ISLG) to develop a better understanding of the 
board characteristics associated with higher total giving at top performing independent schools.

Thirty-one members of the ISLG took part in the study, including 15 boarding schools and 16 day 
schools.  

About Our ISLG Respondents
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A Study of Board Giving Among 
Independent Schools
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Respondents were asked about the current composition of their board, as well as philanthropic 
expectations for each member.  The survey also delved into the nomination process, engagement of 
board candidates, and diversity efforts.
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74%
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Since 2012, Marts & Lundy has been conducting ongoing research on the relationship between 
boards and fundraising programs in New York City’s philanthropic community. The insights gleaned 
from more than 125 participants across all nonprofit sectors has informed our understanding of 
the connections between boards and giving and highlighted the importance of board recruitment 
and structure. This data served as benchmarks as we examined the ISLG data, but the school sector 
merits more singular attention moving forward.

We began our investigation by looking at the size of the boards in our survey and comparing it to 
the median giving per board member. We learned that bigger boards are better.

Bigger Boards Are Better

Median Board Giving per 
Member

Median Percent of 
Philanthropic Revenue 

from Board

While the median board size in our survey was 29 members, those with more than 30 members 
saw median board giving per member almost 45% more than schools with boards of less than 30 
members. The larger size – and the increased giving per member – drove board giving to 25% of 
philanthropic revenue for those with boards of 30 or more. Board giving only made up 14% of total 
giving for smaller boards.



Nearly all the schools responding to the survey had clear expectations for board giving to the annual 
fund (96%) and additional giving during campaign (96%). Not one school had an explicit minimum 
for giving, but median giving per board member was $78k. Boarding school board members gave 
more ($128k) than day school members ($55k).
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Finding Board Members Who Give

Next, we wanted to understand who is on the ISLG boards surveyed and how these individuals were 
recruited. We found that board candidates are overwhelmingly parents and alumni. A full 100% of 
boarding schools indicated that they look to their alumni to fill board spots, with 75% of day school 
respondents indicating the same. Parents are also in high demand, with 94% of day schools and 85% 
of boarding schools citing them as a key source. 

Day schools are more likely to look beyond these two key constituencies. They also shared their 
willingness to consider industry experts (13%), patrons (6%), and other sources (6%); while boarding 
schools were only slightly willing to consider industry experts (8%) in addition to alumni and 
parents.

Respondents were then asked what characteristics they looked for when identifying potential board 
members – specific talents or expertise, diversity, wealth, or other – and how philanthropic capacity 
factored into these criteria.
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Most schools look for specific talents and expertise when recruiting board members, but those who 
place an emphasis on both talent and wealth saw the greatest impact on board giving. 

Schools that sought both specific talents and wealth raised the most overall ($16.3M median) and 
the most from their board ($5.9M median) annually.  Boarding schools were more likely to identify 
specific talents and expertise as a focus (77%) than day schools (62%). This focus may contribute to 
why boarding schools tend to raise more than day schools.

Median Total Giving

Median Board Giving
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Placing a high priority on philanthropic capacity paid dividends – those who ranked capacity as 
the highest priority raised the most per board member on average ($113k), when compared to 
those who simply considered it a priority ($78k).  Board giving as a percentage of overall giving is 
highest at those schools that place philanthropic capacity as the highest priority or a priority when 
compared to those who only consider capacity in their recruitment plan.
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Those schools that made capacity the highest priority also raised the most overall from their 
board - $4.3M in total giving, compared to $2.9M for those considered capacity and $2.2M who 
said capacity was a priority. It’s important to note that schools in the “highest” category also tend 
to have the largest boards, with an average of 43 members, versus 30 and 24, respectively from 
“considered” and “priority.” 

Interestingly, no boarding schools indicated that philanthropic capacity was the “highest priority.” 
Those for whom capacity was a “priority” raised significantly more overall ($6.3M vs. $1.8M) from 
their board than those schools who only “considered” it.  Boarding schools who saw philanthropic 
capacity as a priority also saw average giving per board member more than double that of those in 
the “considered” cohort, raising an average of $163,000 versus just $45,000 per board member.

This data from our schools study supports what is seen annually in the New York Giving Survey – 
those organizations that place the highest priority on philanthropic capacity raise the most from 
their boards.
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New board members are most often found in the current donor pool – 96% of schools said board 
members are often (79%) or always (17%) substantial donors before joining the board.  Every school 
surveyed described the search for new board candidates as a continual and proactive process 
as they endeavor to cultivate a long-term pipeline of possibilities.  All schools reported having a 
nominating or governance committee charged with board recruitment and 86% of them have their 
vice president/director of development participate in this committee’s meetings.  Participation 
dips slightly for day schools, where 81% include their development leadership compared to 92% of 
boarding schools.

All of the schools surveyed look for ways to engage potential board members prior to nomination, 
most often as a volunteer.

Cultivating Potential Board Members
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Where cultivation strategies differed most between day and boarding schools was the use of 
individual meetings and hosted events for candidates. Boarding schools (92%) were more likely to 
invite potential board members to meetings with the CEO/chair than day schools (81%). Special 
events hosted specifically for candidates were used by some boarding schools (23%), but very few 
day schools (6%).

While engagement as a volunteer was the most popular cultivation strategy, respondents actually 
viewed individual meetings with the CEO and/or board chair as the most effective strategy.

Fundraising results may suggest alternate paths to engagement. Schools that did not invite 
candidates to participate in committee work raised more from their boards ($6M vs. $1.8M). This 
was true for both day and boarding schools, but day schools were slightly more likely to invite 
candidates to participate in committee work (63% vs. 75%). Special events were nearly as effective - 
schools embracing this approach raised significantly more from their boards ($5.5M vs. $1.9M) than 
those who did not invite prospective board members to their galas and other events.
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Diversity can present itself in many forms in an independent school environment.  We asked our 
respondents about their work in Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion and, as we have in our New York 
Board Survey, we investigated the impact that this work towards attaining or improving diversity on 
the board has on giving. 

We found few differences between day and boarding schools in their efforts towards achieving 
diversity.

Planning has a Positive Impact
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In our work with the New York board survey, organizations that reported attaining or improving 
gender or ethnic/racial diversity saw increased board giving between fiscal years 2016 and 2018. 
Those organizations that did not see progress experienced a decline in board giving over the same 
period. In our ISLG schools, we could not discern a significant difference in the bottom-line dollars 
raised from the board within this study period.

What we found was that the work itself matters.

Those schools that reported not having any sort of DEI plan are those that raise the least overall and 
have boards that contribute less than half as much as boards at other schools.  Day schools were the 
most likely to not have any plan, while boarding schools were most likely to have a plan that is pro-
forma.

Having a written DEI plan did not seem to impact the rate at which schools improved overall 
diversity, but those with plans did report larger gains in LGBTQ diversity (23% of those with plans 
saw improvement here vs. 10% of those without a plan), and gender diversity (85% vs. 70%). 
Boarding schools were twice as likely as day schools to consult a DEI plan and half as likely to utilize 
a Board Composition Matrix in guiding their diversity efforts. 

Boarding schools mainly focus their recruitment through the networks of existing board members, 
while day schools employ a wider variety of strategies to achieve diversity. Day schools are almost 
as likely to consider candidates who serve in non-board volunteer roles (75%) or source names from 
a wide range of constituents (69%) as they are to ask current members of the board to identify 
candidates (88%).

Our work with New York boards suggests that the most significant early impact of diversity efforts is 
on boardroom discussion and decision making. Schools, especially boarding schools, seem to follow 
this trend, citing richer conversations and new or different issues being addressed with a more 
diverse board. 

• Richer conversations (100% boarding vs. 82% day)
• New / different issues being addressed (77% boarding vs. 64% day)
• New / different programming (31% vs. 18%)
• New / different outreach (23% vs. 18%)
• New / different fundraising (23% vs. 18%)
• New / different criteria for CEO (8% vs. 0%)

All those respondents who selected “N/A – my board has not become more diverse” or “No 
noticeable difference” in diversity were day schools.
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